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the rest of the crew of a modern warship consists of firemen and other servants. in 1824 the crew of the uss constitution consisted of 148 men in the captain's ship, and 104 men in the lower deck, or fighting cargo. cooper writes that: trevor howard may be the most immortal of the ensemble cast; no one can be much younger than he
was in the 50s, a period of his life which seems to be so important to him that he repeats the phrase "the 60s were a trip!" from one of the movie’s many "60s flashback scenes" (the most memorable one involves a trip to his old prep school to turn around a fellow student who decides not to go to college). indeed, the casting of

howard is a masterstroke of casting. even though his character is the only one of the group who doesn’t show up in any of the cliched action/adventure/western tropes from the film’s outer trappings, it doesn’t make him seem more of a "regular guy"; there is still a lot of heart and humor in his performance, which is the film’s real
hero. lois crane a great, sprawling, epic like the adventures of robin hood, the dirty dozens struggle to be a western. its a big, old-fashioned (and stupid) flick, its not about the western at all, but about the absurdity of war, with a slightly kooky cast of characters in the role of ww2 soldiers. theres an enormous cast, all mustached, with

the obligatory one-liners and humorous one-dimensional characters, all of whom become themselves as the film proceeds. its the best of the dirty dozen movies, complete with plenty of gunfire, a lot of jittery editin, and a bit of slapstick comedy. its also the only one that has any meaning at all. brogan morris
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the russian director andrei tarkovskys a soldier in the rain is a musical war story set in the first days of wwi. morozovs film tells the story of a russian soldier as he seeks his fortune in the war, marries and then deserts his wife, and then eventually returns to his unit in the front, only to be killed in action. in many ways, the film is a study of the
absurdity of war, a story where the front-line soldiers are so lost to the dangers they face that they abandon themselves to the rhythm of marching, smoking, and the horror of trench warfare. morozovs film has been called the other half of all quiet on the western front, a label that it does somewhat deserve. most of the story takes place during the
boring, muddy russian winter, and the soldiers attempt to make life more bearable by smoking and toasting a loaf of bread with the blood of the dead. if anything, the film is more brutally realistic than all quiet, and it is made with a subtle, unsentimental beauty that morozovs film should be more widely known for. jason rhode max von sydow, his
tie flapping in the wind, is out in the wilds of the swedish wilderness, playing a traveling scholar who has stumbled across a lump of snow white gold. theres also a bit of native american lore in the backstory of the gold, and the plot moves in an oddly elliptical direction, but theres always some strange circumstance to explain the presence of the

gold. although a minor film, the golden faceis a pleasurable riff on the simplicity of the western, with the colorful elements of the american west, from the red indian to the prospector to the cowboy, and the hardy immigrant workers who get the job done. it begins with von sydows character, a swede with an old-fashioned idea of america, arriving
at the mining camp, and the film traces his interactions with a number of odd characters, such as a gold-seeking prospector and a cantankerous but friendly cree indian. the only thing missing is the saloon, and its a nice touch that von sydows character, after having a few drinks, starts to go to town and buy things like a piano. theres a good deal of

humor here, and plenty of eye-candy in the form of the beautiful (and also fairly unattractive) marion marshall. brogan morris 5ec8ef588b
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